Maxx action

About Us. Contact Us. Maxximum action. Maxximum fun. From our popular lights and sounds
vehicles, to the tool sets and the traditional role play collection, we have something to keep
your little one entertained with toys they will love forever. Each toy is realisticly designed to
help provide fun, imaginative play. Maxx Action Long Hauler with Helicopter. Maxx Action
Pickup Truck with Trailer. Maxx Action Mini Rescue Trailer. Mini Rescue Series Vehicles 3-Pack.
Mini Construction Series Vehicles 3-Pack. Mini City Series Vehicles 3-Pack. Maxx Action Mini
Ambulance. Maxx Action Mini Fire Truck. Micro Maxx Construction Series 5-Pack. Big Rig Semi
Truck. Big Rig Oil Tank. Big Rig Airplane Transport. Maxx Action Sports Racing Vehicle. Rockin'
Rides Musical Sports Truck. Maxx Action Jr. Take Aparts City Series - Firetruck. Take Aparts
Construction Series - Excavator. Take Aparts Construction Series - Loader. Large Police SUV.
Large Fire Truck. Power Chainsaw. Power Tool Drill. Weed Trimmer. Maxx Action YouTube.
Maxx Action Alien Photon Blaster. Maxx Action Single Photon Blaster. Deluxe Toy Cap Playset.
Maxx Action Cap Pistol Combo. Pump Action Shotgun. Maxx Action Hunting Bow. Maxx Action
Arrows Refill - 10 Pack. Maxx Action 9mm Toy Pistol with Silencer. Maxx Action Pistol Playset.
Maxx Action Walkie Talkies. Special Forces Playset. Back to Top. Its radical new design,
massive size, brutal strength, and unmatched power transformed X-Maxx into the stuff of
legends. There is really nothing else like itâ€¦ until now. Let the fun begin! Extreme power.
Extreme durability. Extreme fun! This is the foundation that the Maxx Experience is built upon.
Maxx is once again reshaping monster truck fun and excitement. Traxxas Velineon brushless
power hits hard with massive 4s punch and effortless wheelies on demand. The high-output XL
motor features a beefy, 5mm shaft, aluminum heat sink, and a powerful fan. Maxx is engineered
to withstand extreme punishment and intense driving action. Impact absorbing suspension
arms soak up the hits with ease. The heavy-duty driveline components have been proven in
vehicles larger and heavier than Maxx, so there is plenty of strength to spare. The Maxx chassis
absorbs and dissipates impact energy across the entire structure. Huge threaded-aluminum
GT-Maxx shocks with large diameter shafts manage suspension damping. Maxx invites you to
explore new ways to drive hard and have fun! Buy Now. Maxx tires features a unique tread
pattern with multiple layers of biting edges for sure-footed traction on just about any surface.
The 2. Maxx uses a full length motor cradle to fully support the XL motor to eliminate
gear-crunching flex. The innovative fixed gear mesh system precisely sets the gear mesh with
fixed pins so you can focus on driving and having fun and never have to worry about gear mesh
adjustment. They also provide an authentic off-road look that fills in the wheel openings of the
truck. Sometimes the landing after a jump does not go as planned, so the upper shock mounts
are shrouded for protection against impacts and grinding. Waterproofing our models has never
been an afterthought at Traxxas. Patented Traxxas innovation seals out the water so that your
playground is extended through water, snow, and mud. Dirty truck? Just hose it off. The new
style box allows fast radio access without removal. The steering servo in Maxx is the same size
as the steering servo used on the giant X-Maxx. With oz-in of torque, it has strength and power
in reserve for fast response and incredible steering authority. The four extra-large bore, oil-filled
GT-Maxx shocks provide super plush damping even on the roughest terrain. Extra-large
diameter shock shafts move smoothly through the double X-ring seals for responsive damping.
Machined aluminum bodies are threaded to adjust ride height while the lower spring retainers
are captured by screws to keep them secure, even on the harshest landings. Double-shear
connections and extra-thick steel upper and lower tie bars provide incredible strength and
impact resistance. Tough new composites further resist impact damage, even in cold weather.
The interlocking chassis design ties the shock towers, front and rear modules, and the main
frame into a single rigid platform that is engineered to absorb and dissipate impact energy
across the entire structure. Critical driveline, radio, and battery components are protected to
keep Maxx off the workbench and out having fun. Strategically placed tool access has been
thoughtfully put in place to make any needed maintenance or repairs a snap to perform. Maxx
utilizes full contact sealed bearings throughout the driveline to keep out the grime and grit. Less
downtime for cleaning and maintaining bearings equals more run time for the Maxx. Because
there is nothing to slip or adjust, Cush Drive provides instant acceleration and throttle control.
The Torque-Biasing Center Drive absorbs shocks to improve driveline durability. The center
drive also distributes power to all four wheels for mind-bending four-wheel drive acceleration
without the side effects of a typical center differential. Center differentials allow tires in the air to
balloon uncontrollably, while the Torque-Biasing Center Drive allows wheelies off the line with
seamless power distributed to all four wheels. A new thick-wall, heavy-duty, splined aluminum
center driveshaft carries the power to the front and rear differentials. This heavy-duty driveshaft
yields precise engagement, incredible strength, and smooth running. Traxxas telescoping
splined driveshafts benefit from years of Traxxas design evolution for durable, smooth-running
performance you can count on. These extreme-duty driveshafts maximize suspension travel

and steering angles to radically extend the Maxx performance envelope. Large-pitch,
large-diameter, steel ring and pinion gears are installed for ultimate reliability. Traxxas
recommends a 4-cell A 3-cell NiMH batteries are not supported. Traxxas EZ-Peak Live
4s-capable charger is recommended for easy and fast charging performance model Stay
Updated. New Colors Now Available! Innovation Traxxas engineering and innovation makes all
the difference to separate the amazing from the ordinary. The legendary X-Maxx inspired the
ultra-tough composite chassis design with its integrated shock mounts and rugged battery
retention system. The energy absorbing chassis and bumper mounts combine with interlocking
bulkheads to form a bedrock foundation for the heavy-duty suspension and driveline. Maxx has
a singular engineering focusâ€¦all-day fun! The advanced bit, microprocessor-controlled
Velineon VXL-4s Electronic Speed Control ESC not only puts down the power, but it also has
built-in telemetry that provides real-time speed, temperature, and voltage data from your smart
phone when using the optional TQi Wireless Module sold separately. Integrated cooling fans on
the ESC and the motor provide extended run times. Integrated Wheelie Bar. The wheelie bar
helps prevent backflips under full-throttle acceleration and flexes to absorb impacts on
less-than-perfect landings. It also features a convenient handle to transport your Maxx to the
next adventure. TQ i Radio System. Use it to customize your settings and view real time
telemetry from the VXL-4s speed control. Learn More. Traxxas Stability Management. Go ahead,
rip full throttle! TSM never limits power output and works to keep Maxx going where you point
it, even when traction is destroyed by spinning tires and massive roost. Superior Protection.
The unique Maxx chassis design completely encloses the center driveshaft inside a rigid
backbone structure for ultimate protection. Rugged, non-structural front and rear skid plates are
designed to take all the punishment to protect critical bulkheads and driveline components.
After they have done their job, simply replace them and Maxx will look as good as new. Maxx
borrows proven components and technology from larger, heavier trucks resulting in a driveline
that has strength to spare. At its core are wide face steel gears; large, steel ring and pinion
gears; thick-wall, splined aluminum center driveshaft; and all-new, heavy-duty splined
driveshafts. Torque-Biasing Center Drive. The proven Torque-Biasing Center Drive is optimized
for maximum front-to-rear power distribution. Traxxas Self-Righting. Originally pioneered for the
X-Maxx , this exclusive, patent-pending Traxxas innovation uses 4S LiPo power to flip Maxx
back onto its wheels after a roll over. Fully Waterproof. Bring it on! Clipless Body Mounting.
Remove and install the body in seconds with just one hand. Body Reinforcements. A tough
cage structure supports the body while supplemental body reinforcements enhance the
aggressive look, and also protect against wear-through from skidding and tear-though at the
mounting points. Easy Battery Access. Maxx cradles and protects the single 4S LiPo battery
deep in the chassis and secures it with a snap-lock battery retention system. Proven in trucks
like X-Maxx , this innovative Traxxas system is far more durable than traditional methods.
Power Cell LiPo Batteries. Out back, a LED light bar features red taillights with working brake
and white reverse lights. Coming Soon. Full Length Motor Cradle Maxx uses a full length motor
cradle to fully support the XL motor to eliminate gear-crunching flex. Waterproof From the Start
Waterproofing our models has never been an afterthought at Traxxas. Modular Chassis Design
The interlocking chassis design ties the shock towers, front and rear modules, and the main
frame into a single rigid platform that is engineered to absorb and dissipate impact energy
across the entire structure. Full Contact Sealed Bearings Maxx utilizes full contact sealed
bearings throughout the driveline to keep out the grime and grit. Aluminum Splined Driveshaft A
new thick-wall, heavy-duty, splined aluminum center driveshaft carries the power to the front
and rear differentials. Extreme-Duty Telescoping Driveshafts Traxxas telescoping splined
driveshafts benefit from years of Traxxas design evolution for durable, smooth-running
performance you can count on. Photo Gallery. Maxx Action Solar Flare. Maxx Action RnR. Maxx
Action Green. Maxx Action Red. Maxx Action Orange. Maxx Action Blue. Maxx Traxxas Tough
Detail Rear. Maxx Traxxas Tough Detail Front. Maxx Chassis Three-Quarter View. Maxx Chassis
Top View. Maxx Chassis Bottom View. Maxx Modular Exploded Chassis View. Maxx Modular
Chassis Structure. Maxx Secure Motor Mounting System. Maxx Motor Mount Assembly. Maxx
Waterproof Receiver Box. Maxx Shaft-Driven 4-Wheel Drive. Maxx MOD-1 Gearing. Maxx
Aluminum Splined Center Driveshaft. Maxx Heavy-Duty Driveshafts. Maxx Shock-Absorbing
Cush Drive. Maxx Steel Gear Differentials. Maxx Torque-Biasing Center Drive. Maxx Heavy-Duty
Suspension Arms. Maxx 5. Maxx Integrated Wheelie Bar. Maxx Traxxas Self-Righting Green.
Maxx Traxxas Self-Righting Red. Maxx Side View Solar Flare. Maxx Side View Green. Maxx Side
View Red. Maxx Side View Blue. Maxx Front View Solar Flare. Maxx Front View Green. Maxx
Front View Orange. Length: Type: kv sensorless brushless Weight: g Heavy-Duty Steering
Bellcranks and Servo Large-scale high-output steering servo oz-in of torque 0. Zip Code. About
Us. Contact Us. Maxximum action. Maxximum fun. From our popular lights and sounds

vehicles, to the tool sets and the traditional role play collection, we have something to keep
your little one entertained with toys they will love forever. Each toy is realisticly designed to
help provide fun, imaginative play. Maxx Action Long Hauler with Helicopter. Maxx Action
Pickup Truck with Trailer. Maxx Action Mini Rescue Trailer. Mini Rescue Series Vehicles 3-Pack.
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Maxx Action Alien Photon Blaster. Maxx Action Single Photon Blaster. Deluxe Toy Cap Playset.
Maxx Action Cap Pistol Combo. Pump Action Shotgun. Maxx Action Hunting Bow. Maxx Action
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Maxx Action Walkie Talkies. Special Forces Playset. Back to Top. A nice day is always better
with bubble fun! Our line of bubble toys includes a take on the classics, plus innovative designs
that allow kids to play grown-up with pretend adult activities. The high grade bubble solution is
non-toxic and made with purified micro-filtered water, contains no phthalates, kathon free. You
will be amazed at the amount of hours they will spend engaging with Maxx Bubbles.
Scooby-Doo Bubble Wand. Scooby-Doo Bubble Bottle. Scooby-Doo Bubbler. Mini Frog Bubble
Blower. Bubble Blaster with Light. Maxx Bubbles Large 32 oz Refill Bottle. Maxx Bubbles Bubble
Wands. Maxx Bubbles Jumbo 64 oz Refill Bottle. Military Bucket. Dinosaur Bucket. Sea Creature
Bucket. Reptile Bucket. Safari Bucket. Navy Bucket. On the Farm Bucket. Enjoy hours of fun
and excitement with Wonder Wings. The soft and cute plush unicorn is so loveable with it's
detailed etailed embroidered design. The colorful wings make this stuffed animal extra magical.
Pull out the wings and fly around with your new friend. With a sprinkle of magic the beautifully
decorated cupcakes transform into pretty princess dolls. In the castle or in the bakery, this
2-in-1 toy is bound to inspire creative play. Classic Tales Edition. Bridal Edition. Masquerade
Edition. Fairy Edition. Rainbow Sequin Edition. Genie Surprise. Each Lil' Blizzard Friend is full
of super sweet personality! Designed to look like one of six iconic Dairy Queen Blizzard Treats,
that look almost good enough to eat, kids can open the Blizzard to discover a few blind
packages inside. There are 24 different Lil' Blizzard Friends to collect! Follow Along. Saddle up
for hours of playtime and happy trails with the Blue Ribbon Champions deluxe line of horses
and playsets. Superb detailing and authentic features make it a favorite for people of all ages.
Inspire imaginative play with fun on the farm or a pretend horse show. The possibilities are
endless! Palomino Deluxe Horse. Quarter Deluxe Horse. Morgan Deluxe Horse. Appaloosa
Deluxe Horse. Arabian Stallion Deluxe Horse. Painted Deluxe Horse. Truck with Horse Trailer.
Take on any battle and encourage imaginative play with Elite Force Military toys! Ultra-realistic
details with naturalistic articulation and scale make the toy sets come to life. Our toy sets are
designed to be ultra-realistic with exact uniforms and vehicles. The cool advanced military
design makes this the perfect addition to any play room or figurine collection. Elite Force
Humvee Vehicle. Elite Force Missile Launcer. Turn any area into an adventure with Pop-N-Play
tents, tunnels and ball pits. With a variety of licensed and non-licensed products, each tent is
designed to provide hours of imaginative fun. Give kids a fun place to read, relax and entertain
in their very own space. Each pop up tent is designed with safety in mind, including round
corners, durable stitching and safe material. Parents will love the hassle-free assembly, easy
storage and on-the-go fun. Thomas and Friends Pop Up Train. Thomas and Friends Play Tunnel.
Scooby-Doo Mystery Machine. Barbie Pop-Up Play Tent. Batman Pop Up Play Tent. Pop-Up
School Bus. Pop-Up Fire Truck. Princess Castle. Pop Up Play Cube. Pop Up Play Tent. Zoo
Adventure Ball Pit. Ball Pit Refill. The original bendable, poseable action figure. Battle Star
Galactica: Starbuck. Battle Star Galactica: Cylon. Family Guy: Peter. Family Guy: Stewie. Bob's
Burgers: Gene. Bob's Burgers: Bob. Bob's Burgers: Linda. Bob's Burgers: Tina. Bob's Burgers:
Louise. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question
or post anyway. Please enter a question. Take playtime to the next level with the toy Tactical
Machine Gun. To start the fun, just click on the stock and slide on the LED light to light up your
target. This toy machine gun has a silencer and camo finish, allowing you to creep behind
enemy lines and save the day. Awesome electronic gun sound effects and realistic vibration
action make this a great toy! Take your imagination to the next level with the Mini Machine Toy
Gun. Immerse yourself in the action with realistic sound effects when you pull the trigger. This
toy shotgun is perfect for your next imaginary mission. It has flashing LED lights at the end of
the barrel and realistic vibration for even more action packed fun! The Mini Machine Toy Gun
includes a detachable silencer that screws into the front for multiple sound options. A great toy

for indoor or outdoor play! Primed for make believe action this toy sports a custom desert camo
pattern with orange safety tip, allowing you to creep behind pretend enemy lines and save the
day. A great accessory for any action hero outfit or soldier costume. Maximum action. Maximum
fun. From our popular lights and sounds vehicles, to tool sets and the traditional role play
collection, we have something to keep your little one entertained with toys they will love forever.
Each toy is realistically designed to provide hours of fun, imaginative play. Skip to main
content. See All Buying Options. Style Name: Tactical. Listen to awesome rapid fire sound
effects with the trigger is pulled. Includes a detachable silencer that screws into the front for
multiple sound options. Flashing LED lights at the end of the barrel and realistic vibration for
even more action packed fun! Military desert camo pattern with orange safety tip is perfect for
indoor or outdoor pretend play. Yes Batteries Included? Additional Information Customer
Reviews 4. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. By Sunny Days Entertainment. Product Details. Removable Silencer
The Mini Machine Toy Gun includes a detachable silencer that screws into the front for multiple
sound options. Great Costume Accessory Primed for make believe action this toy sports a
custom desert camo pattern with orange safety tip, allowing you to creep behind pretend enemy
lines and save the day. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See
questions and answers. No customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we do not use a simple average. Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share your
thoughts with other customers. Write a customer review. Most helpful customer reviews on
Amazon. Style Name: Tactical Verified Purchase. My son absolutely loves this toy! He plays with
it for hours on end, and even tries to take it to bed. The suppressor screws on and off, and the
gun makes different sounds if the suppressor is attached. It even has a little flashlight that is
extremely bright. All in all, the toy is very sturdy and durable. It has been thrown around and
stepped on, and there are no signs of damage. Also, the batteries that come in it are very
long-lasting. Almost too long-lasting. I want my silence back. My son can't get enough of his
new toy gun, he really likes the built in flashlight. He's rough on toys and so far it's held up
perfectly. He's been patrolling my house and making sure all the imaginary monsters know to
stay clear of him and his little sister. Pretty much the only time he doesn't have it with him is in
the shower It even comes with batteries installed and is ready to go straight from the box. It
comes with a little pretend silencer that when installed changes the sound the gun makes as
well. If your child likes toy guns you can't go wrong with this one. This is a gun my 2yr old and 4
yr old fight over. It has been thrown down the stairs on multiple occasions and still,
unfortunately, works. It makes noise and my kids won't put it down. The flashlight and silencer
are removable. The silencer makes the noise different, however, I feel the sound with the
silencer on is a sound that a gun without a silencer should make. If you don't mind kids with
guns its great. My six year old grandson and I have had this gun for a month or so, and he loves
it. He would like it more if it had a scope on it rathe
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r than a sight. An issue did pop up today with it. The batteries that came with it are Heavy Duty.
They lasted a month or two. Then I tried Amazon AA batteries. Still didn't work. This size
difference kept the two new batteries in the compartment from touching each other and
prevented the gun from working. The gun works fine with the tiny modification. I used wire
cutters to perform this task. Note also that the little UV blue light, which is really cool, has its
own battery See video.. This awesome gun has been a HUGE hit! So much so that I'm pretty
sure we will be ordering another one in the very near future. The various shooting sounds and
lights keep the kids attention for sometime. We have purchased a smaller handgun in the past
that looks very similar, but this one takes the cake! We've had neighborhood kids from ages
beg to have a turn Go to Amazon. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. DPReview Digital Photography.

